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 There are two versions of this SQL: Firebird and MySQL. The MySQL version only applies to clients who are BETA testing
MySQL. All other Practices should continue to use the Firebird version of this code. Click to expand and copy the code you
need. If you are unsure which code to use, please check with your Practice Administrator.

About

This SQL finds individual line items that are over/underpaid when the total claim is in balance. A practice whose accounts are

correct (at least in this way) will get no results when this report is run. This searches all dates in your OP accounts (going back

for as long as you've used OP).

A sample image of this SQL report run in the Database Viewer is shown below:

Below are two examples that show Individual Line Items Out of Balance.

Example 1

This example shows a patient balance of 3.11, but there is also an insurance credit of 3.11. Since both items are on the same

claim (in fact, the same line item), it indicates that nothing is owed. This patient has no balance according to the front of the

chart. However, buried deep in the line items, there is a patient balance. If you correct the claim (essentially removing the 2nd "4"

line), everything will be corrected again.

Example 2

This example shows an item where the patient owes $10 on the 99213 line item but has a credit of $10 on the 90772 line item.

 Overall, the patient doesn't owe anything, but if you run a report for "What was I paid for 99213" you will receive bad results.

Back out the patient payment on 90772, reapply it to 99213, and you're good.



The field "invoiceno" is the claim number. You can jump right to it if you enter $[claimnumber] like "$145384" in the "find a patient

field."

 SQL Code: Firebird

 SQL Code: MySQL


